Obituary in memory of halloween
It is with heavy hearts that we announce the untimely death of Halloween, a
beloved holiday celebrated eagerly by children and adults every October 31
for generations. Halloween was murdered in cold blood by Political
Correctness, a suspect also charged in the deaths of Cinco De Mayo,
Harambe memes, standup comedy, and a variety of hilariously themed
college parties.
The loss of this treasured tradition will forever haunt fun loving Americans
across the country who found so much joy in celebrating the holiday.
For decades, Halloween tradition encouraged people of all ages to assume a
different identity for one night every year, allowing Americans to let loose
and have fun while dressing up as their favorite Disney character, movie
star, or public figure. Political Correctness, an increasingly powerful and
bloodthirsty force in the cultural landscape, vilified these good humored,
decent celebrants as “racist” perpetrators of “cultural appropriation” for
donning sombreros, Pocahontas costumes, and kimonos in the spirit of the
holiday.
Political Correctness’s attack on Halloween was assisted by the rabid social
justice warriors who stalk Twitter and Instagram, humorless university
administrators, and out of touch liberals who see racism in so many innocent
aspects of everyday life.
Halloween is survived by other holidays including Groundhog Day,
Valentine’s Day and the Fourth of July. Unfortunately, however, the same
cannot be said for Thanksgiving, Columbus Day, and Christmas, all of which
are rapidly falling victim to Political Correctness’s ruthless reign of terror.
A funeral hosted by Young Americans for Freedom is scheduled on campus
this October 31st. All are welcome to attend and celebrate the rich and
beautiful life of this wonderful holiday. As a courtesy, there will be a coffin in
which members of the campus community can dispose of their “culturally
appropriated” Halloween costumes, since they will no longer be of use, lest
students risk the wrath of the university’s PC Police.
In lieu of flowers, donations can be made to Lena Dunham, whose career is
struggling to recover from a brutal cannabalism attempt perpetrated by her
fellow progressive social justice warriors.
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